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1. Introduction
1.1 Background Information
Worldwide, 1121 UNESCO world heritage sites can be found of
which 10 are located in the Netherlands. The UNESCO World
Heritage List was created in 1972, with the aim to preserve
heritage of unique and universal value to humanity for future
generations (UNESCO, 2021). Heritage buildings can be
conserved for multiple purposes but are often reused in an
adaptive way by transforming them into museums, offices,
restaurants, residences, business locations or other public spaces
(Wahab et al., 2018). The specific purpose for the adaptive reuse
of heritage buildings depends on the buildings original use, since
the aim is to transfer this cultural identity to future generations.
The new function should be designed based on the location,
size and potential of the building, to optimize the transfer of the
cultural identity (Bullen & Love, 2011). Renewing the purpose of
heritage sites is crucial for preserving the buildings, but it also
brings multiple social, environmental and economic challenges
(Bullen & Love, 2011).
Based on the mentioned common purposes of
adaptive reuse, redeveloped heritage buildings do often function
as touristic attractions (Wahab et al., 2018). Every day, the
hospitality sector veers towards repurposing old or abandoned
buildings that embody a historic narrative in the construction,
in essence that others are not able to replicate (Daspit, 2019).
Successful adaptive reuse may lead to economic, cultural and
social benefits to urban communities (Bullen & Love, 2011).
However, the hospitality industry creates negative economic,
social and environmental impacts as well. Hospitality centres
often consist of multiple units, combining for example hotel,
restaurant, bar and spa. They lead to a relatively high impact on
the environment and society, as they provide a direct pressure
on the social relationships and the non-renewable resources
in the area (Legrand, Sloan & Chen, 2016). As a response,
corporate commitment towards sustainability is becoming more
important nowadays within this industry, resulting in the fact
that the development of sustainable buildings and management
systems is key for future hospitality enterprises, also in heritage
buildings (Jones, Hillier, & Comfort, 2016).
The redevelopment of heritage for hospitality purposes
typically implies the production of durable legacies within urban
areas. Yet these legacies are often planned through contingent
and temporary projects. Temporary projects play a recursive role
in development planning: interpreted as a series of interlinked
projects, they not only support but also redefine agendas for
durable development (Lauermann, 2015). Urban areas are
continuously evolving, thus current “strategic planning processes
are increasingly unsuited to the pace of modern urban change”
(Bishop and Williams, 2012). However, in temporary planning
these changes are taken into account by questioning how
dynamism can be obtained without defining a fixed, complete
state (Oswalt et al., 2013). Beekmans and de Boer, the founders
of the blog “Pop-Up City”, clearly state that “spontaneity and
temporality are important for ensuring the health of urban areas:
temporary initiatives help to refresh an urban area, infusing it
with an energy that may have been displaced or even evaporated
altogether” (Beekmans et al., 2014, p. 263).
6
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Bishop and Williams acknowledge the fact that temporary
activity can be seen as a reaction towards a place where there
is uncertainty, with rapid economic, societal and technological
changes (Bishop et al., 2012, p. 213). Temporality is then vital
in the current era of urban development and needed for the
new urban design method (Kohoutek and Kamleithner, 2006).
Temporary projects can in potential add well upon the adaptive
reuse of heritage, as the creative nature within those projects
play a significant role in revitalizing an area and attaining culture
and identity (Bishop & Williams, 2012). It “represents the soil
from within in which creativity emerges and grows, and therefore
provides the momentum for development” (Landry, 2006, p. 173).
Also, Charles Landry stresses the importance of creativity in the
process of city-making, an element with a potential to “develop
culture and identity because the innovations that it generates
shape what a place becomes” (Landry, 2008, p. xxv). It helps
to build a narrative and add cultural distinctiveness, keeping in
mind that creative intervention is a context-driven activity and
may not be effective in every scenario, thus innovative temporary
projects hold a degree of failure (Koyama, 2017).

1.2 Case Description
One of the UNESCO heritage sites in the Netherlands is the
Stelling van Amsterdam; a 135-kilometer-long defence line with
46 fortresses in a radius of 15 to 20 kilometers from the city
of Amsterdam. The defence line was designed in such a way
that the land outside of the line could be flooded, protecting
Amsterdam from an invasion of the enemy. During the First and
Second World War, the forts were manned preemptively, but
never really used in terms of defence (Provincie Noord-Holland,
2021). Since the buildings no longer function with their original
use, most of the forts face or have faced a redevelopment to
give the forts a new purpose, a good example of adaptive reuse
of heritage. One redevelopment that is still in progress, is that
of Fort Kudelstaart.
The long-term development goal of Fort Kudelstaart
is to redevelop the fort into a nautical centre where one can
eat, sleep and meet: Zeilfort Kudelstaart. Therefore, the centre
will be consisting of multiple hospitality units such as a hotel,
restaurant, bar, conference halls, spa, marina and café. Such a
combination of units implies a high impact on the environment
and society but is necessary for hospitality practices to be
financially feasible and economically healthy (Deng & Dart, 1994).
The redevelopment of the fort has been extensively elaborated
in a masterplan, which intends to strengthen the identity of
the fort whilst maintaining the historical UNESCO heritage and
staying connected with the community. The project is realized
by Martijn de Liefde as investor, developer and fortress keeper.

1.3 Research Objective
Due to a long process of obtaining permits and ongoing legal
procedures, it is unknown when the execution of the masterplan
will be realized. In the meantime, temporary development could
already have a huge potential in connecting the current state of
the fort with the desired aims of the long-term development
goals, as temporary projects may provide a kick-start for
economic activity, enhance community involvement and fuel

liveliness on the fort. To provide such a kick-start, one should
bear in mind that the fort must start attaining its identity. Upon
this point, it can be assumed that identity does not stand on its
own but is always entangled with the purpose and community
of the heritage site. Where the identity and community are
already present, the purpose of the fort is newly created by
the organizational aim of Martijn de Liefde. In mutual consent,
sustainability within this purpose is seen a requirement. Therefore,
the fort should be given a sustainable purpose, which is defined
as “a meaningful, enduring reason for an organization to exist
that provides solutions to global challenges or benefits society,
in a way that sustains the socio economic and environmental
systems we rely upon” (Sustainable Purpose, 2019).
In order to give the fort a sustainable purpose towards
the final realization of the masterplan, the aim of this research is
to provide advice on what guidelines should be followed when
designing temporary hospitality practices in Zeilfort Kudelstaart.
Therefore, the following research question has been formulated:

“What guidelines should be followed when setting up
temporary hospitality practices that will provide Zeilfort
Kudelstaart with a sustainable purpose towards the future
vision of the nautical centre?”
To answer this question, three sub research questions have been
formulated:
• What lessons can be learned from other
temporary
urban
development
projects
related to sustainable hospitality practices?
• Based on the lessons-learned, what guidelines can be
formed that are applicable to the temporary development
of sustainable hospitality practices at Zeilfort Kudelstaart?
• What guidelines should receive additional attention
since they indicate the most difficulties in the practical
implementation of temporary sustainable hospitality
practices in Zeilfort Kudelstaart?
The report will continue with a description of the theoretical
framework that will serve as a guide for this research, followed
by the methodology. Thereafter, the results will be discussed
per sub-research question, after which a critical discussion and
conclusion will follow.

2. Theoretical Framework
In this chapter, three concepts are discussed that will form
the theoretical background in finding an answer to the main
research question. The academic definition of the concepts
(1) placemaking, (2) temporary urban development and (3)
sustainable hospitality practices are given, on which the
research for this paper is based. Thereafter, the three concepts
are operationalized to form the theoretical guide for the
analysis of the results.

2.1 Placemaking
As explained before, Zeilfort Kudelstaart should already prepare
its place for the realization of the masterplan by attaining an
identity, purpose and community in the upcoming period.
Creating these can be a complex process as there is a multitude
of perspectives on what values and interest the fort is ought
to represent. To analyse how this process of creating a shared
identity, purpose and community can be realized, the concept
of placemaking is reviewed to see how such a process can be
guided and identified.
The concept of placemaking comes from the increasing
recognition and interest in the spatial planning literature on
the meaning of place and interventions within places (Chen,
Orum & Paulsen, 2018; Healey, 2010; Friedmann, 2010). Place
is often conceptualized in conjunction with space, where space
is the physical and tangible environment in a build-up area in
which people, goods and energy move about and where they
respectively are living, stored and consumed (Chen, Orum &
Paulsen, 2018; Healey, 2010). Place is the network of meaning
given to a certain space by those who make use of the space
in any capacity and is therefore more related to the intangible
environment (Chen, Orum & Paulsen, 2018; Healey, 2010;
Friedmann, 2010).
From this recognition of the importance of place, a
stream of thought in the academic literature on spatial planning
has focused on how these places are created and how they could
be created or shaped. The sense of placemaking is linked to the
paradigm of deliberative planning, in which all stakeholders
(Strydom, Puren & Drewes, 2018) or the political community
(Healey, 2010) of a certain place are present in the planning
process and can create a shared sense of meaning to a place
and together decide upon how to intervene. Friedmann (2010)
adds a neighbourhood scale to this process as an ideal scale
level to be called in to presence during the decision-making
process regarding local interventions.
Based on this, placemaking in this paper is defined as
the creation of a shared network of values and place identity
through a deliberative process in which the stakeholders in the
neighbourhood are present or called into presence, to jointly
decide upon the course of action and intervention, whilst
recognizing the existing values given to the local place.
To see how this creation of a network of values and
place identity is applied in practice, the above given definition is
operationalized through a set of indicators. Key indicators are (1)
meetings with the community, (2) that consist of a diverge range
of actors, (3) offering room for deliberation and understanding
of each other's values and interests, (4) and the identification
TEMPORARY DEVELOPMENT AT AN UNESCO HERITAGE SITE |
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of conflicting frames of reference and mitigate frictions
(Healey, 2010). Through the operation of this process, Zeilfort
Kudelstaart will be able to develop a shared identity, community
and purpose, which is key to meet the needs and wishes of the
community. This will in turn enhance the social acceptance and
thus the sustainable purpose of the redevelopment of the fort
(Alkinani, Najm, & Ateaa, 2018).

lessons-learned from developers of temporary projects are in
line with the theory on temporary projects, the characteristics
of this type of development found in the literature are used as
indicators. Thus, (1) low budget, (2) context dependent, with (3)
a connection to local actors and (4) accompanied by continuous
monitoring and evaluation (Ferreri, 2015; Lauermann, 2015;
Madanipour, 2018).

2.2 Temporary Urban Development

2.3 Sustainable Hospitality Practices

Due to the uncertainties in the realization of the masterplan
of Zeilfort Kudelstaart, the permanent urban development has
been postponed. Still, the fort could already start the process
of creating a shared identity, purpose, and community through
temporary urban development. To see how the process of
creating a temporary project can be guided and identified, the
concept of temporary urban development is reviewed.
In the urban planning literature, temporary urban
projects are increasingly seen as a part of the longer-term
development of a certain area, instead of non-recurring projects
that are confined by their specific space and time. This indicates
that the influence of temporary projects expands beyond its
spatial and temporal boundaries, meaning that these could
positively contribute to the development of the masterplan in
the future (Ferreri, 2015; Lauermann, 2015; Madanipour, 2018).
This long-term aspect is highlighted by Lauermann (2015), who
analysed the legacies in urban development from temporary
events as the Olympic games. He emphasizes the mutual
influence of long-term development on temporary projects and
vice versa, both shaping each other's trajectory and providing an
opportunity to strengthen each other.
While Ferreri (2015) and Madanipour (2018) also
recognize this possibility to strengthen one and other, they
expressed a healthy critique on this notion regarding small scale,
low-budget temporary projects. This critique is mainly based
on the power imbalance between the parties executing the
timely low-budget project and those who see them as a way to
experiment and work towards the long-term vison of a certain
space. Ferreri (2015) and Madanipour (2018) therefore argue to
continually assess the impact of the temporary project and look
for opportunities to strengthen the position of the executing
partner to find a balance between the mutual shaping of the
short- and long-term project.
Based on these concepts, this paper defines temporary
projects as low-budget, timely creative, and context dependent
spaces that influence and are influenced by the long-term
development goals of the area, of which the ability for mutual
shaping should be recognized and continuously assessed.
To analyse whether the guidelines based on the

As explained above, temporary projects will influence and be
influenced by the long-term development goals of a space. Since
the long-term development goal of Zeilfort Kudelstaart evolves
around an extensive sustainable hospitality centre, inclusion of
sustainable hospitality practices within the temporary projects is
key. The notion of what sustainable hospitality practice entails
is still debated in the academic community. Melissen (2013)
set out to review the past literature on this notion and found
that both the terms ‘sustainable’ and ‘hospitality’ are broadly
defined in the literature, leaving room for interpretation. This
can be identified through the varied focus of studies set out to
analyse sustainable hospitality practices, with Prud’homme and
Raymond (2013) and Bruns-Smith et. al. (2015) focusing only on
hotels, and Xu and Gursoy (2015) considering the whole supply
chain of hotels, restaurants and other hospitality businesses. The
boundary of where hospitality starts and what it entails remains
under discussion. However, all recognize the need to analyse
customer satisfaction as a critical part of the research as the
sector is highly dependent on customer interaction.
With regards to the sustainable part, Melissen (2013),
Prud’homme and Raymond (2013), and Xu and Gursoy (2015)
take a sustainable development approach where they highlight
the importance of integrating the three pillars of this approach
which are environmental, social, and economic. They mention and
criticize the focus of previous studies on only the environmental
impact as done by Bruns-Smith et. al. (2015). This because, whilst
important, it is the friction between the three in which a balance
should be found, and opportunities should be sought. A further
definition of these dimensions is given by Xu and Gursoy (2015) in
relation to supply chain management who define environmental
sustainability as the “dimension that focuses on minimization
of negative effects on environment caused by operations of
a supply chain” (p. 235), social sustainability as the “dimension
focusing on maximizing the welfare of people internal and
external to companies” (p. 235), and economic sustainability as
“generating and maintaining long-term profits while minimizing
negative social and environmental impacts” (p.236). Although
this is aimed at supply chain management both Melissen
(2013) and Prud’homme and Raymond (2013) emphasize the
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demand for a system-thinking perspective regarding sustainable
hospitality. Moreover, Melissen (2013) refers to the management
practices of hospitality as an important aspect of the transition
to sustainable development orientated hospitality.
Taking these conceptualizations of hospitality and
sustainable practices from the field of hospitality studies,
this paper sees hospitality as the overarching concept of
hotels, restaurants and other hospitality businesses and their
management system. Sustainable practices are characterized by
those which minimize the negative environmental impacts of
their functioning, maximize the welfare of people internal and
external to the company and generate long-term profits.
Sustainable hospitality practices can be identified
through (1) certificates of products sold and for the place itself
that are based on the three dimensions of sustainability (Melissen,
2013; Xu & Gursoy, 2015) and (2) training the employees and
educating visitors on the company's aim and purpose, increasing
the welfare of both internal and external actors (Melissen, 2013;
Prud’homme and Raymond, 2013).

2.4 Sustainable Temporary Hospitality
Practices at Zeilfort Kudelstaart

CONCEPT

DEFINITION

OPERATIONALIZATION

Placemaking

The creation of a shared network of
values and place identity through
a deliberative process in which the
stakeholders in the neighbourhood are
present or called into presence to jointly
decide upon the course of action and
intervention, whilst recognizing the
existing values given to the local place.

1.
2.
3.

Low-budget timely creative and context
dependent spaces that influence and are
influenced by the long-term development
goals of the area. Furthermore, the
ability for mutual shaping should be
recognized and continuously assessed.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Low budget
Context dependent
Connection to local actors
Continuous monitoring and evaluation
(Ferreri, 2015; Lauermann, 2015; Madanipour, 2018).

Hotels, restaurants and other hospitality
businesses and their management system
characterized by practices which minimize
the negative environmental impacts of
their functioning, maximize the welfare
of people internal and external to the
company, and generate long-term profits.

1.

Certificates of products sold and for the place
itself that are based on the three dimensions of
sustainability (Melissen, 2013; Xu & Gursoy, 2015)
Training employees and educating visitors on the
company's aim and purpose, increasing the welfare
of both internal and external actors (Melissen, 2013;
Prud’homme and Raymond, 2013)

Temporary urban
development

Sustainable hospitality
practices

The three concepts discussed above should be used in
conjunction to form the theoretical basis of what the project
should entail. This aims for sustainable temporary hospitality
practices that contribute to the identity and shared network of
value of Zeilfort Kudelstaart. It is the balance between taking the
time to create a shared framework of values and a sustainable
practice that generates long-term profits, whilst taking into
account the temporality of the project that focuses on the shortterm implementation. To ensure this balance, in the design of
temporary hospitality practices for Zeilfort Kudelstaart, this paper
looks at lessons-learned in practice related to the three defined
concepts with their assigned indicators (summary in Table 1).
This approach has been chosen as the interaction between the
real-world implementation and the academic circles is where
the answers should be found (Melissen, 2013).

4.

2.

Meetings with the community
A diverse range of actors
Offering room for deliberation and understanding of
each other's values and interests
Identifying conflicting frames of reference and
mitigate frictions (Healey, 2010)

Table 1: Summary of the key concepts and their
assigned indicators for operationalization

TEMPORARY DEVELOPMENT AT AN UNESCO HERITAGE SITE |
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3. Methodology
The structure of the research project consists of three phases,
namely the (1) orientation and preparation phase, (2) data
collection and analysis phase, and (3) interpretation and
conclusion phase. The orientation and preparation phase
included the problem definition, the formulation of the
research objective and the refinement of a research question.
This phase consisted of multiple ways to get familiar with the
case, such as brainstorming, formal and informal meetings
with stakeholders, literature research and back-and-forth
reasoning. After the formulation of the research question,
the data collection methods were designed, which are further
explained in this chapter.
The methodology to answer the research question
is based on three constructive data collection and analysis
steps: (1) collecting lessons-learned from related projects, (2)
transforming lessons-learned into guidelines, and (3) analysis
of implications. To increase the confidence of the retrieved
data, and the understanding of the problem, a methodological
triangulation is applied (Jick, 1979). To achieve methodological
triangulation, literature research, key informant interviews
(KII’s) and a focus group discussion (FGD) were conducted.

3.1 Key Informant Interviews
KII’s have been done to collect the lessons-learned on temporary
hospitality practice with a sustainable purpose. Nine interviewees
were chosen based on their expertise on placemaking, temporary
urban development, or sustainable hospitality practices (Table 2).
The interviews were semi-structured with questions based on
literature research and the indicators stated in the theoretical
framework to ensure an objective data collection method that
is in line with the aim of the research. For each interview the
questions were adjusted since the most valuable information
and lessons-learned come from personal experiences. For the
key informant interviews appointments were made and the
research was introduced before starting the interviews.

CONCEPT

DATA SOURCE

To provide a comprehensive understanding on the case and
substantiate the lessons-learned from the interviews, literature
research on temporary urban development, sustainable
hospitality practices, placemaking, and Zeilfort Kudelstaart have
been conducted.

3.2 Focus Group Discussion
After gathering the lessons learned from key informant
interviews combined with literature research, the lessons
learned are transformed into guidelines applicable for Zeilfort
Kudelstaart by means of a Focus Group Discussion (FGD). For
the FGD, a complementary selection of stakeholders was made,
being: Josieke Moens (Manager planning & Support at RAI
Amsterdam & Sustainable Business expert), Serge Schoemaker
(Architect & Chairman of Foundation Fort Hoofddorp), Maiara
Camilotti (Intern of Serge Schoemaker Architects), Anna
Casemier (Managing Partner HTC Advies), Wilco Hoogeveen
(Owner Turf Real Life Gaming B.V - Organizer of Escape room at
Zeilfort Kudelstaart), Rob Simoons (Board Member of the Water
Sports Association Nieuwe Meer & Inhabitant of Kudelstaart)
and Martijn de Liefde (Commissioner).
The focus group method merges the different
perspectives on the development of the fort by bringing
together involved stakeholders who will discuss and form their
opinion about the temporary future of the fort, allowing for the
creation of a shared network of values and thus placemaking. It
has been formalized in such a way that the stakeholders (from
now on called participants) are guided throughout the process in
four steps. Firstly, they demonstrated their own vision of the fort,
secondly, they created a shared vision, thirdly they discussed
how to shape the temporary future and finally they presented a
creative temporary project design.
During the first step, participants were asked for their
vision on the purpose, identity, and community of the Fort. This
was done in pairs, where every pair was responsible for one of
the three elements (purpose, identity, community). Each pair
was provided with coloured paper and writing materials to

FUNCTION

Femme Hammer

Board Member of Foundation Fort Hoofddorp

Brian Boswijk

Vuurtoreneiland

Paul Bos

Developer of Fort Aalsmeer

Temporary urban
development

Roberto Rocco

Expert TU Delft on Spatial planning

Oliver Hasemann

Employee ZZZ: temporary use agency

Sustainable hospitality
practices

Jesus Herrera

Founding partner of Sabio Company; organization of sustainable festivals

Paul Oldenmenger

Owner Sterkwater pop-up restaurant

Camilla Lopez

Sustainability consultant for festivals

Robin Boer

General Manager of the sustainable Hotel Four Elements

Placemaking

Table 2: Overview of Key
Informant Interviews

stimulate creativity. A shared vision was created by presenting
these visions and give the participants a chance to discuss and
add upon each other’s vision. After this discussion the shared
vision was summarized into key words. During the vision
alignment, the commissioner was taken apart from the group
to formulate his own vision by means of purpose, identity and
community. At the end of the first session, the commissioner
could listen to the presentations of the other participants and
was given the opportunity to present his vision for the fort.
Accordingly, the moderators defined the terms of reference and
listed the conflicting and shared ideas. They concluded with an
agreed vision with all participants to work with for the following
sessions.
After creating the shared vision, the group split up in
two groups of three people to discuss eight statements that were
based on the lessons learned of the interviews and literature
research. The lessons learned were formulated in demonstrative
statements to create fruitful discussions. First, the participants
had to individually range their opinion from fully disagree (--)
to fully agree (++), with slightly disagree (-) and -agree (+) in
between. This was done intuitively as it solely functions as a
guiding factor to start the conversations. After this, a guided
in-depth discussion was held of 15 minutes per statement.
The statements differed per group due to time constraints. To
shine light upon all eight statements, the session consisted of
two rounds with two statements per round, in which the group
compositions were changed for every round. The statement
discussions were all recorded by consensus of all participants.
The focus group ended with a prepared creative
brainstorming session on what temporary activities could be
done at Zeilfort Kudelstaart. Every participant could individually
present his/her creative ideas.

4. Results
4.1 Sub Research Question 1
What lessons can be learned from other temporary urban
development projects related to sustainable hospitality
practices?
In this chapter, the findings of the semi-structured key informant
interviews are presented to gather information on do’s’ and
don’ts’ in practice. The chapter is structured by presenting the
findings respectively categorized on placemaking, temporary
projects and sustainable hospitality practices.

4.1.1 Placemaking
With regards to placemaking, the interviewees were asked how
they see the role of the community in project development
and how they worked with the community in the past. From
the interviews with R. Rocco (personal communication, 4th of
June 2021) and C. Lopez (personal communication, 11th June
2021) it became clear that having a certain area that is destined
for the local community is important to build acceptance of
the redevelopment of the fort within this group. By having an
area for the local people to exploit, they get an opportunity to
include part of their interests and values in the project. Further,
P. Bos (personal communication, 9th of June 2021) and F.
Hammer (personal communication, 9th of June 2021) mention
the importance of including the local community in the process
of developing concepts that could be present at the fort and
work together with the surrounding actors. If residents are
dissatisfied with the developments of the fort, P. Bos suggests
talking with them to find out what they would like to see happen
there as the fort is for everybody. Further, he also mentions to:

3.3 Analysis of the Data
After the data collection, the results of the interviews, literature
research and focus group discussion have been entered into
the online program Miro. In this program, the outcomes were
categorized into insights on either placemaking, temporary
urban development or sustainable hospitality practices. All
these outcomes structured together were reformulated into
guidelines for the design of sustainable hospitality practices for
Zeilfort Kudelstaart, substantiated with sub guidelines.
To find practical difficulties in the implementation of
the guidelines, the ideas of the creative brainstorming session
of the focus group discussion have been subjected to the
guidelines. A clear overview is acquired by a table with the ideas
on the x-axis and guidelines on the y-axis. For every idea the
guidelines were given a red or green colour, based on how much
sub guidelines are followed by the initial design of the idea.
The guidelines with the majority of red colours will be further
discussed as it indicates that either the guideline is difficult to
implement, or it demonstrates a fair bottleneck for ideas that are
suitable as a temporary project for Zeilfort Kudelstaart.

“Don't force it if it doesn't fit” and to "Focus on collaboration”.
Involving the local community is seen by the
interviewees as an important part of the development of the
fort to make sure local values and interests are expressed in the
development. This could also serve as a tool to mitigate local
resistance by giving them a stage to come up with ideas about what
they would like to see and to avoid pushing something through.
Another aspect that stands out from the interviews
is the importance of a strong narrative. P. Bos and F. Hammer
also highlight the importance of telling the forts narrative and
creating a unique identity. P. Bos for example mentions to:

“Tell the story and history of the fort” and "Highlight the
unique values of the fort in relation to the other forts”.

TEMPORARY DEVELOPMENT AT AN UNESCO HERITAGE SITE |
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“Don't force
it if it
doesn't fit”
This importance of the right narrative is also expressed
by P. Oldenmenger (personal communication, 10th
of June 2021) and R. Boer (personal communication,
10th of June 2021) who respectively mention:

"The story is important; it should be right” and “It
is good to have a script for the staff to make sure
the story and specifics are told in the same way”.
Having a strong narrative, telling the same story and having a unique
story are seen as key components of the development of the fort.
IN SUM Thus, from the interviews and site visits it can be
concluded that involving the community and creating a good
narrative are important lessons learned in the field of developing
the build-up area. Further, it is important not to push something
through that doesn't fit, hence the clear shared narrative it key.

4.1.2 Temporary Urban Development
From the experiences and knowledge of the interviewees
on temporary projects it is compelling to see there is
little overlap in what they consider the main points of
attention when creating temporary projects. However, the
suggestions and lessons learned seem to support each other.
One element that does recur in the interviews
is the importance of communication and feedback
about and on the project to be able to (re)-shape
the concept and monitor its progress. As B. Boswijk
(personal communication, 8th of June 2021) highlights:

“Ask for feedback, monitor progress and evaluate”
and “Reflect [based on the evaluation] upon the
masterplan to see where it could be improved”.
And
11th

C.
of

Lopez
June

(personal
2021)

communication,
acknowledges:

“Indirect education is vital in temporary projects, it will not be a
museum, but it will educate people in sensations, emotions, and
modify their behaviour. It is very important to see how users will
react having the temporary project as the cost. Social reaction
from the users is vital to analyse modifications to the project”.
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Both argue for a continuous process of shaping the temporary
project to improve the concept and keep an eye on the long
term plans that shape and can be shaped by the temporary
project. Further, C. Lopez adds an element of education of
visitors, giving them an opportunity to shape their sensations
about the project. Moreover, R. Rocco (personal communication,
4th of June 2021) also adds that it is good to communicate to
the community that the project is going to be temporary, so
they know how it fits into the larger context. He also adds that:

“If there is a negative idea about the redevelopment,
every project will have a negative connotation, thus
working smoothly but quietly may be an option”.
Clear communication and feedback from the people that
visit the temporary project is important to further shape the
concept. However, it might be beneficial to frame individual
projects as not being part of the development plans of the
commissioner as these might be the reason for resistance.
Other supporting aspects of temporary projects are that
they must be “small, light, simple and relatively cheap”, as mentioned
by B. Boswijk. Also, according to P. Oldenmenger (personal
communication, 10th of June 2021) they should make use of their
unique local surroundings. For the fort this could mean that they:

“Use the agriculture in the area as this is there due to
the ‘kringenwet’, which is specifically related to the fort”.
Further, J. Herrera (personal communication, 9th of June
2021) suggests looking for opportunities to work together
with private parties who are often willing to invest if they can
implement their own products within this new context.
These supporting aspects can be seen as supporting
one and other as they tackle the various aspects of concept limits,
the context of the concept and how to finance such a concept.
IN SUM Integrating feedback mechanisms, acknowledging
the project is an ongoing and continuously adaptative
process and clear communication are together with low
cost, light build, context dependent aspects important things
to keep in mind when developing a temporary project.

“Highlight the
unique values
of the fort in
relation to the
other forts”

4.1.3 Sustainable Hospitality Practices
To understand the different contexts within sustainable
hospitality practices and their relation to temporary projects, the
interviewees were asked how they apply sustainability in their field.
J. Herrera (personal communication, 9th of June
2021) stressed that an initial focus on the environment
should be made, analysing mass and energy flows of
the project and practices conducted. Throughout the
lifespan of the projects, different stages must be analysed
taking existing certifications and other international
regulations and organisations such as ISO as guidelines.
Parallel to that thought, C. Lopez (personal
communication, 11th of June 2021) explained hospitality
services create impacts on several axis, for which
cycles (water, energy, waste, society) must be studied.
One prevailing idea from the interviewees was to
stay local as much as possible and include the surroundings
in the project. P. Oldenmenger (personal communication, 10th
of June 2021) as well as R. Rocco (personal communication,
4th of June 2021) mention the option of creating a
community garden or otherwise a horticulture/agricultural
development plan. Collaterally, C. Lopez expressed that:

“Although going local might not be cheaper, it will always be
better”.
She said that this is because of two main reasons: mainly
because actions can be non-disruptive with the environment
and secondly because it will engage with the community. In that
sense, a validation of the range of services to be provided should
be done and social inclusion with the surroundings should be kept
in mind. Supplementary, J. Herrera urged sustainable hospitality
practices to contact private parties to collaborate with them.
Whenaskedaboutthewaypracticesshouldbeapproached
with the end users, C. Lopez was adamant upon the fact hospitality

"The story is
important;
it should be
right”
practices fuel sensations and emotions. In line with C. Lopez, R.
Boer (personal communication, 10th of June 2021) who stated:

“Surprise elements should be used, towards the creation of awareness”.

In addition, a visible element of sustainability should
be created allowing people to grasp the vast extent of
sustainability beyond textiles or food. As P. Oldenmenger said:

“It is all about the guest experience”.
Lastly, for economic sustainability O. Hasemann (personal
communication, 9th of June 2021), in unison with J. Herrera, stated
that for temporary projects subsidies and government funds are
useful to support the project. Besides that, a good story and social
reach will allow for social participation at an overall lower cost.

“Although
going local
might not be
cheaper, it
will always be
b e t t e r ”.
Both J. Herrera and R. Boer mentioned the importance of
attracting attention. Herrera focused on getting private parties
involved as mentioned earlier, stating companies and other
private parties are really interested in reaching out to sell their
products and services. He also said companies usually offer little
financial limitations, as this will also expand their reach and serve
as a catalyst for them. On the other hand, R. Boer explained a welltimed marketing can make the difference for a successful project.
However, O. Hasemann stressed the need for
diversifying funds and attracting more stakeholders, which
in turn will allow for a more democratic decision-making
space. In this sense, synergies must be studied to better
understand the relation between the services and products
provided and the intensity, frequency, and duration of them.
IN SUM To achieve sustainable practices a first analysis of
energy, mass, process cycles and existing certifications must
be carried out. Moreover, community participation is needed,
for which widespread support from within the local area as well
as at a larger scale is desired. The idea of sustainability must
be shifted, and an educational twist may be a solution for this.
At the same time, tangible aspects of sustainability need to
be seen. Marketing and spotlighting are needed and can also
be achieved by means of collaboration with private parties.
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4.2 Sub Research Question 2
Based on the lessons-learned, what guidelines can be
formed that are applicable to the temporary development
of sustainable hospitality practices at Zeilfort Kudelstaart?
In this chapter the findings of the Focus Group Discussion
(FGD) with the involved stakeholders of Zeilfort Kudelstaart
are presented. As mentioned in the methodology, a FGD has
been used to transform the lessons-learned into guidelines for
Zeilfort Kudelstaart. In this chapter, the results of the creation
of the shared vision will be given first, after which the results
of the discussion on the statements will be presented. Finally,
the guidelines for temporary hospitality practices within Zeilfort
Kudelstaart will be given, based on the concepts placemaking,
temporary urban development and sustainable hospitality
practices. The full report on the FGD can be found in Appendix 2.

4.2.1 Creating a Shared Vision
Together the participants of the FGD designed the purpose,
community, and identity of Zeilfort Kudelstaart. Purpose
was initially designed by Josieke Moens and Anna Casemier,
Community by Serge Schoemaker and Wilco Hoogeveen, and
Identity by Maiara Camilotti and Rob Simoons. After this session,
a plenary discussion with these participants was held on the
completeness of the three concepts. After some adjustments,
the participants agreed upon the key words to describe the
concepts, as stated in the first row of Table 3.

Table 3: Creation of the shared vision on the purpose,
community and identity of Zeilfort Kudelstaart
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The commissioner individually designed the purpose,
community, and identity of Zeilfort Kudelstaart based on his own
ideas. His keywords for the three concepts can be seen in the
second row of Table 3.
Both the participants and the commissioner presented
their ideas on the three concepts to each other, after which a
discussion on the similarities and differences of the concepts
was held. Finally, all stakeholders agreed upon the key words to
describe the purpose, community, and identity of the fort, as
described in the third row of Table 3.

4.2.2 Statement Discussion
After the shared vision of Zeilfort Kudelstaart was created, eight
statements based on the lessons-learned from sub question 1
were discussed with the participants to transform the lessonslearned into guidelines for Zeilfort Kudelstaart specifically. The
main outcomes of the discussion are summarized in Table 4. An
extensive report on the discussion can be found in Appendix 2.

4.2.3 Creating Guidelines
As a next step, an analysis was done on the outcomes of the
FGD. The insights of the FGD were categorized into guidelines
based upon the operationalization indicators as explained in
the theoretical framework. Combining these insights with the
insights of sub question 1 and literature findings led to thirteen
guidelines for temporary projects at Zeilfort Kudelstaart, divided
upon the three theoretical concepts; placemaking, temporary
urban development, and sustainable hospitality practises. The
guidelines, substantiated by sub guidelines, are presented in
Table 5 on the next page.

STATEMENT
Zeilfort Kudelstaart should only offer
package deals.

MAIN OUTCOMES OF FOCUS GROUP DISCUSSION
Package deals will limit the possibilities for both the fort and its customers too much during the temporary development.
Customers interested in innovation are more adventurous, meaning that they do want to make their own choices instead
of going for the easy package deal option. Adding to that, in the context of inclusiveness, the fort must be easily
accessible, while package deals will exclude people with less money. On the other hand, package deals are not necessarily
a bad idea in a later stage. It has multiple benefits; it is an upcoming concept; visitors will spend the maximum amount
of money during a visit and resources can be used more efficiently. Therefore, package deals might be an opportunity
during the operationalization of the Masterplan.
The concepts for temporary projects Concepts should not be adjusted to guest-feedback since they are based on the identity one stands for. Also, responding
in Zeilfort Kudelstaart should be
to guest-feedback can lead to limitations in innovation. Therefore, it is important to choose an identity and to clearly
based on trial and error and adjusted communicate about this identity in order to justify the concepts/choices made and set realistic expectations. This will
where necessary based on guest
automatically lead to less negative opinions, resulting in a more successful concept. Received guest-feedback on the
feedback.
process, however, is something that should be considered, just like tips or ideas on how the concept could be expanded.
Temporary projects at Zeilfort
Temporary projects at Zeilfort Kudelstaart should be small and simple but will therefore probably have relatively higher
Kudelstaart should be small and
costs, due to advantageous bulk pricing. This does not have to be a bad thing per se, since it will attract a more elite
simple and not cost too much
target group that is also targeted in a later stage with the realization of the Masterplan. On the other hand, the regulation
money.
of visitors can also be done by performing extensive desk research on target groups, meaning that it does not necessarily
have to involve a price.
Water is the only element that makes Water is one of the key elements of the Fort, but not the only one. However, it is the most unique element, meaning
Zeilfort Kudelstaart of unique value. that it has a lot of potential. Also, every activity can be connected to water since it is a broad theme. The second crucial
element of Zeilfort Kudelstaart is history, meaning that every water related temporary project should be supported by
history. These elements together will provide Zeilfort Kudelstaart with some boundaries for temporary projects, which
might be beneficial to achieve a consistency and clear target group.
Zeilfort Kudelstaart should provide a The fort should become a public place for everyone to enjoy; after all, the fort is part of a World Heritage Site. This
place exclusively for the local
means that the local community should also be able to visit the fort and to meet each other there. It might even be
good to organize some exclusive events for them in the temporary phase to create goodwill. However, providing a
community.
permanent exclusive place will limit the future development of the fort too much.
Zeilfort Kudelstaart must cooperate
with the other forts of the Defense
Line of Amsterdam and contribute to
an open knowledge transfer.
Zeilfort Kudelstaart must work
together with surrounding
authorities/companies/schools.

The marketing of Zeilfort Kudelstaart
should already be a current top
priority.

All forts should use the brand the Stelling van Amsterdam and contribute to an open knowledge transfer, since this will
overall lead to lower costs. On the other hand, it should be carefully considered to which extent this information should
be used or implemented, since the development of the Fort should be based on its own unique identity. Too much
help may lead to multiple similar forts, resulting in forts becoming competition. This may cause a loss of visitors in the
end.
Collaboration with surrounding authorities and schools might be beneficial for Zeilfort Kudelstaart during the
temporary development since it will create some goodwill towards the community. However, it will make the Fort
more publicly accessible, resulting in less exclusiveness. This might negatively influence the entrepreneurial interest in
the fort, since entrepreneurs are always looking for something unique and exclusive. Therefore, it might be good to
organize event-based collaboration with schools and authorities during low occupancy periods. During these periods
the fort might provide some alternative uses for the local community.
Zeilfort Kudelstaart should already start with the marketing of the development of the fort. It is a risk to start marketing
due to the number of opponents, but it might be worth the risk as it will probably provide more positive opinions within
the community. Storytelling about the history and sustainable identity should be an important element of all marketing
plans as it will strengthen the positive impact. On top of that, it is important to take people on a journey by providing a
clear and transparent roadmap of the planned developments, in which the worries of the opponents are acknowledged
and discussed. Currently, it is more important to increase the number of proponents, instead of only focussing on the
opponents.

Table 4: Summary of the discussion on
the statements of the lessons-learned
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13 GUIDELINES FOR TEMPORARY PROJECTS AT ZEILFO
GUIDELINES
Placemaking
1. Create a good, unique, clear and shared narrative.

1.1 It is important to choose an identity and to clearly communicate it to
1.2 Water is the most unique element at the fort meaning that every tem
1.3 Do not force a project if it does not fit with the identity and narrative
1.4 Strong marketing of the narrative is key. Therefore, the history behind
1.5 Do not let guest-feedback influence the concept of temporary proje
keep matching this identity. However, constructive feedback on how to e

2. Invest in relationships with the local community.

2.1 The fort is a World Heritage Site that should provide the opportunity
2.2 Since a permanent exclusive place for the community will limit the fu
periods to create goodwill.
2.3 Clearly communicate at what moments the fort is accessible to the lo

3. Invest in relationships with other forts of the
Stelling van Amsterdam.

3.1 Contribute to an open knowledge transfer with the other forts of the
Ondernemen.
3.2 Carefully consider to what extent you want to make use of the inform

4. Start investing in the branding of Zeilfort Kudelstaart

4.1 Focus on creating new proponents for the development of the fort i
4.2 Include storytelling about the identity of the fort in the marketing in
4.3 Use the brand the Stelling van Amsterdam, as it is an internationally

Temporary Urban Development
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5. Stay open for constructive feedback from visitors to
expand the concept of temporary projects.

5.1 Stay open to continuously refining the concept, as long as it fits with
5.2 Ask for constructive feedback from visitors with the help of an Idea B
5.3 Focus on gaining feedback in person, since this is most valuable.

6. Make temporary projects small and simple.

6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4

Start with small tests, demos and pilots to gain practical experience.
Do not see ‘cheap’ as a requirement of temporary projects.
Combine recurring temporary projects with occasional activities or e
Make use of the elements in the surrounding area when organizing

7. Let temporary projects target an adventurous group
without losing sight of the future target groups.

7.1
7.2
7.3
7.4

Use the themes of water and history to define boundaries for tempo
Create event-based collaboration with schools and authorities during
Set a price barrier to the temporary projects to regulate the visitors in
Organize exclusive events for the local community in the temporary

8. Provide a detailed step by step roadmap on the
temporary development.

8.1 Involve the local community in the development of the roadmap.
8.2 Transparently acknowledge and discuss the bottlenecks and worries
8.3 Clearly communicate the temporality of the current plans. Express th

|

ORT KUDELSTAART...
SUB GUIDELINES

o the external world in a compelling narrative.
mporary project should be connected to water, supported by historic elements.
e.
d the fort, in combination with the water-related identity should be central in the marketing plans.
ects at Zeilfort Kudelstaart. The set identity is a personal choice on what the fort stands for and it is important that the concepts
expand concepts within the identity can be valuable.

y for regulated public visits.
uture development of the fort too much, provide the local community with occasional exclusive events during low occupancy

ocal community.

e Stelling van Amsterdam, through a combination of individual outreach and participation to activities of the organization Liniebreed

mation from other forts of the Stelling van Amsterdam, as the development of the fort must be based on its own unique identity.

instead of focussing on the opponents. Marketing is worth the risk as it will probably provide more positive opinions.
n order to create word of mouth advertisement.
well-known brand.

hin your identity.
Box.

events.
temporary projects.

orary projects, as it will provide consistency, clear expectations and a clear target group.
g low occupancy periods, in order to enthuse them as future users of the fort.
n a way that the future target groups of the masterplan are gradually attracted.
phase to create goodwill.

of the opponents in the published roadmap.
hat it is not always possible to predict the final range of rules in early stage.

Table 5: Guidelines for temporary
projects at Zeilfort Kudelstaart
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13 GUIDELINES FOR TEMPORARY PROJECTS AT ZEILFO
GUIDELINES
Practices supply chain.
12.Sustainable
Invest in a Hospitality
sustainable hospitality
9. Use the unique identity of the fort as the base
for the design of the hospitality practices.

9.1 Clearly communicate your identity in order to set realistic expectatio
9.2 Use the identity to justify the choices made and clearly communicat
9.3 Try to keep the events and activities as independent as possible in or

10. Use community participation through deliberation
and creation of a local network in order to achieve social
sustainability.

10.1 Stay open for guest-feedback on the process and adjust where nec
10.2 Find iterative ways (stimulate users) by following a testing and prot
10.3 Share experiences and show the best practices. As users’ sensations

11. Give the Fort an educational purpose on
sustainability in a visible, tangible and enjoyable way.

11.1
11.2
11.3
11.4
11.5

12. Invest in a sustainable hospitality supply chain.

12.1 Stay local.
12.2 Find cycles/flows in water, energy, mass and food and analyse them
12.3 Look for existing sustainability and well-being certifications and use

13. Provide visitors of Zeilfort Kudelstaart with a free
choice of activities.

13.1 Offer innovative and adventurous activities, that can be combined in
13.2 Diversify stakeholders by finding allies in private parties and residen
13.3 Create the option for visitors to combine activities with other forts a

4.3 Sub Research Question 3
What guidelines should receive additional attention
since they indicate the most difficulties in the practical
implementation of temporary sustainable hospitality
practices in Zeilfort Kudelstaart?
In this chapter, the ideas of the creative brainstorming session
of the focus group discussion have been subjected to the
created guidelines as can be read in section 4.2.3. This is done
to see which guidelines indicate the most difficulties in the
practical implementation of a temporary sustainable hospitality
practice and therefore should receive additional attention. The
participants of the focus group were asked to come up with
a potential temporary sustainable hospitality practice as if they
were the ones to decide on what could happen at the fort. The
group came up with the following six temporary practices, which
will be further analysed in this chapter (see appendix 3 for a
further description of the practises):
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Respond to your stakeholders (customers, clients, employees) with a
Include surprise elements in the hospitality practices that will create
Fuel sensations and emotions and promote vibrancy through sustai
Be pro-active in the organization of hospitality activities, since comm
Modify stigmas/stereotypes about sustainability by visibly combinin

1. Strijd om het Zeilfort (Battle for the Zeilfort)
2. Rooftop Festival Fort-treffelijk
3. Waterfestival
4. Expedition Zeilfort
5. Midsommar Kino
6. Boat Concert

4.3.1 Analysis of the potential practices
As a next step, the potential practices of the focus group
discussion are subjected to the guidelines. Table 6 shows the
analysis on whether the practices fit within the set of guidelines.
The analysis clearly indicates that guidelines 1, 3, 8 and 12 are
most difficult to implement on the potential temporary projects
for Zeilfort Kudelstaart. The explanation and interpretation of all
the guidelines subjected to the ideas can be found in appendix
4. Here, a reconstruction of the interpretation for guideline
1, 3, 8, and 12 is given, as these are the guidelines that need
additional attention.

ORT KUDELSTAART...
SUB GUIDELINES

ons for the visitors.
te these choices.
rder to avoid systemic practices and institutionalization, as this can easily become old-fashioned and less attractive.

cessary.
totyping approach.
s are key aspect, they will get involved emotionally.

a unique well-thought story about sustainability.
e a lasting impression on visitors.
inable elements.
munities sometimes fear the “unknown”.
ng luxury and sustainability.

m to increase circularity.
e them as support.

n a constructive way.
nts.
and/or entrepreneurs.

Table 6: Overview on the analysis whether the guidelines fit (green) or do
not fit (red) with the temporary sustainable hospitality practices
Guideline Battle for the Zeilfort

Rooftop Festival

Waterfestival

Expedition Zeilfort

Table 5: Guidelines for temporary
projects at Zeilfort Kudelstaart
Midsommar Kino

Boat Concert

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

With four of six potential practices that are not in line with
guideline 1, the observation is that the practices are not related
to the narrative. They are related to the unique element of water,
but not to a unique and clear narrative. Guideline 3 insists on
the investment in relationships with other forts of the Stelling
van Amsterdam. This implies difficulties, as it is hard to find a
balance between sharing and protecting the unique identity of

Number of
red boxes
4
0
3
0
0
0
1
6
2
0
2
4
2

the fort when organizing the temporary events. For guideline 8,
it has been shown that difficulties are found in the presentation
of a detailed roadmap, since it is not so easy to implement the
roadmap per potential practice itself. In regards of guideline
12, it has been shown that the implementation of this guideline
creates difficulties due to the absence of permits on selling
consumables.
TEMPORARY DEVELOPMENT AT AN UNESCO HERITAGE SITE |
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5. Discussion
5.1 Discussion of the Results
Linking the guidelines and their implications back to the
theoretical framework, it becomes apparent that multiple
guidelines should be followed when designing temporary
sustainable hospitality practices. However, based on the
concepts of placemaking, temporary urban development and
sustainable hospitality practices, complications can be found in
the practical implementation.
The results indicate that extra attention should be
given to the narrative of the temporary projects, meaning that
potential ideas should include more than only the connection
to water. Since the identity and narrative of the fort is key, it is
recommended to start storytelling on water and its relation to
the fort to fulfil this guideline. Secondly, difficulties were found
in the investment in relationships with other forts. To prevent
the loss of identity through knowledge share, it is recommended
to share information on the procedural elements rather than
elements related to identity. Thirdly, complications are seen in
presenting a roadmap of the development of the fort. However,
such a roadmap can help enthusing people in the surrounding
area. Therefore, such chances to gain more positivity around the
developments should be used. The roadmap is considered to
be more useful as an overall marketing plan, with the temporary
projects as a part of it. Finally, the potential temporary projects
struggled with the implementation of guideline 12 due to the
absence of the needed permits. However, to prepare the fort for
the next phase where permits will be present, Zeilfort Kudelstaart
could already focus on the production as an investment in selfefficiency. Producing food on the fort fits with the sub guidelines
on staying local and finding cycles, and thus will contribute to
a sustainable hospitality supply chain once possible. Although
this sounds promising and is mentioned several times during
the FGD, none of these suggestions are found in the potential
practices.
Altogether, the results do not imply that it is impossible
to achieve guidelines 1, 3, 8, and 12, but indicate that these
guidelines require additional attention to be reached. Besides
this additional attention, it is important to note that one should
follow all thirteen guidelines to design a temporary hospitality
practice that will give Zeilfort Kudelstaart a sustainable purpose.
Furthermore, it must be noted that the suitability of a potential
idea, as a temporary project at Zeilfort Kudelstaart, is not
guaranteed solely by following the guidelines. Among others,
the organisational identity plays a role as well. The guidelines
should be used as a guide to adjust potential ideas to give them
a sustainable purpose.
However, when discussing the guidelines to provide a
sustainable purpose for the temporary hospitality practices, it is
important to acknowledge the different forms of sustainability
(environmental, social and economic) that need to be tackled
by means of strategic designs within the temporary projects.
Due to this complexity, the analysis of practices that will provide
a sustainable purpose may be somehow limited. To minimize
this limitation, participation and involvement of several actors is
key to find common grounds or differences, integrate horizontal
and vertical governance or to continuously evaluate the projects
20
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at hand. On top of that, literature suggests that effective and
sustainable development is highly related to contextual aspects
(Baum & Christaanse in 2012), making it hard to assess certain
potential practices for one specific site. This together, implies
that an integrated approach is always needed in the design of
the temporary practices. This also links to the critical note that
the research is conducted during spring and summer, which
can be traced back to the ideas. The seasonal conditions should
be considered when thinking of ideas as the Zeilfort aims for
opening year-round.

5.2 Discussion of the Data Collection
The diversity of interviewees and participants of the focus
group, together with their opinions and experiences, will give
multiple insights on the phenomenon, which will lead to a
better understanding of the whole case. Also, the approach of
combining the real-world implementation with the academic
circles will positively influence the outcomes.
Furthermore, the combination of the three different
data collection methods will increase the reliability of the
research. By conducting the key informant interviews first, the
opportunity was given to discuss more in-depth statements
during the focus group discussion. Nevertheless, reliability
remains questionable, as the research works with opinions and
experiences of people.
The measurement validity could have been influenced
by the data collection methods. The interviews and FGD are
not anonymous, related to the fact that people are less likely
to answer honestly if their identity is known. Furthermore, the
answers of respondents will always have a bias depending on
the way questions are asked by the data collector. However, the
measurement validity of the KII’s and FGD have been increased
by doing the literature research first, since possible missing
concepts could be covered as much as possible.
The internal validity of this research can deviate as the
conclusions are built upon the measurement validity. Moreover,
the findings between different data sources are not always
complimentary, because they can be based on very different
opinions and experiences. External validity may be decreased
by the fact that every respondent will answer the questions
based on their opinion and experiences. It is not known if these
opinions and experiences are representative of the whole study
population.

6. Conclusion
In this report, advice has been given on what guidelines should
be followed when designing temporary hospitality practices in
Zeilfort Kudelstaart, as to provide the Zeilfort with a sustainable
purpose towards the future vision of the nautical centre. For this,
an analysis has been done on lessons-learned from practice,
based on the concepts of placemaking, temporary urban
development and sustainable hospitality practices. The lessonslearned have been transformed into guidelines for the specific
site of Zeilfort Kudelstaart by means of a focus group discussion,
after which the major difficulties of the practical implementation
of the guidelines were analysed.
Thirteen guidelines for the design of temporary
hospitality practices have been found in order to give Zeilfort
Kudelstaart a sustainable purpose. Concerning placemaking, it
is important to create a good, unique clear and shared narrative
by means of identity and to start branding this narrative as soon
as possible. It is seen that the creation of a shared narrative
indicates difficulties when designing temporary projects, as
most ideas do include a water element, but not necessarily a
narrative around this element in their design. Furthermore, it
was found that investments should be made in the relationships
with the local community and the other forts of the Stelling
van Amsterdam. Difficulties were seen in the collaboration with
the other forts of the Stelling van Amsterdam, since finding
the ideal amount of collaboration with others is a risky balance
between maintaining your own identity; something that is key
to successful placemaking as explained before.
Concerning temporary urban development, it has been
found that the temporary hospitality projects should be small
and simple and attract adventurous target groups, while also

providing some room for the local community. Nevertheless,
the projects should gradually focus on the future target group
of the master plan and always fit within the identity of Zeilfort
Kudelstaart, regardless of the feedback of visitors. Finally, the
development of the temporary projects should be clearly
communicated to the external world by developing a step-bystep roadmap, to take the community on a journey with the
fort. This has been identified as a major difficulty, since the
roadmap should be an overarching marketing plan, including all
(temporary or not temporary) developments until the realization
of the masterplan.
Finally, it has been found that sustainable hospitality
practices should be designed based on the unique identity of
the fort, by using community participation. The practices should
have a sustainable supply chain and include an educational
purpose to make visitors aware of the sustainability in a
visible, tangible, and enjoyable way. To attract visitors to these
hospitality practices, they should be offered with a free choice
of activities. Difficulties have been found in the implementation
of the sustainable supply chain, due to the limitations of current
hospitality development. Therefore, it is recommended to
already invest in the production of consumables to prepare the
fort for a more self-sufficient supply chain.
When these guidelines and their difficulties are
considered during the design of temporary hospitality practices
at Zeilfort Kudelstaart, the Zeilfort could be given a sustainable
purpose towards the future vision of the nautical centre.
However, adjustments on the guidelines should be made based
on evaluative research after implementation, to maximize their
positive impact.
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APPENDIX 1

TRANSCRIPTIONAL SUMMARY PER KEY
INFORMANT INTERVIEW
ROBERTO ROCCO
S PAT I A L P L A N N I N G T U D E L F T
• It is important to see which activities are not yet fulfilled
in the community so that they can be developed at the
fort, even if the community will not be the end user of the
Master Plan.
• For the community to accept the fort it may be needed
that part of the Fort is destined for the community, such
as keeping a venue that local community or local residents
can use for artists meetings or even concerts.
• In some cases it is good to let people know there are
going to be projects but that they are going to be
temporary, in some other cases, if there is a negative
idea about the redevelopment, every project will have a
negative connotation, thus working smoothly but quietly
may be an option.

BRIAN BOSWIJK
VUURTORENEILAND
• Temporary projects should be small, light, simple and not
cost too much money.
• Keep working and developing the project you want have
in a later phase.
• Hold on and make sure to have good ties with the
municipality.
• Try things out to get feedback on to see whether things
work or do not work.
• See whether you can reuse goods, stuff, materials.
• Ask for feedback and stay open to continuously refining
your concept.

JESUS HERRERA
O RG A N I S I N G S U S TA I N A B L E F E S T I VA L S
• In Europe there are several organizations and government
subsidies to fund the project.
• In some cases, to team up with other private companies is
a good idea if we need to attract attention.
• In new areas, or some products and services do not exist,
private parties are really interested in reaching out to sell
their products and services. They can be used as a Catalyst.
Usually, they are willing to offer services with little financial
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limitations.
• Although there are some certifications, international ISO’s
are always good to check such as 20121 certifications.
• Mass and energy balance throughout the project is
needed in order to better assess sustainability.
• Creation of the project, maintenance and use of the
project, and dismantling and end of life of the project
have to be analysed at different stages with mass and
energy balance criteria as well as using the guidelines
provided by the ISO certifications.

PAUL BOS
FORT BIJ AALSMEER
• Make sure that it fits with your story and the history of the
fort.
• Tell the story of the fort with the support of its unique
elements.
• Do not force it if it does not fit.
• Go and collaborate.
• Go and have conversation with the people that do not
agree with your plans. The fort is for everybody, what
would they like to see?
• Invite and welcome stakeholders to your location, let
them experience it.
• Create momentum.

FEMME HAMMER
FORT VAN HOOFDDORP
• Choose your words wisely, make them fun. Search for
quadruplets.
• Give and allow things for each other. As well within and
outside of your fort.
• Follow your intuition based upon your predetermined
foundations.
• The fort is your main actor.
• Work together with other forts and contribute to an open
knowledge transfer.
• Collaborate with surrounding schools and authorities.

PAUL OLDENMENGER
S T E R K WAT E R
•
•
•
•
•

Make sure and you have enough (open) space.
The story is important, it must be right.
Tell the story of the Stelling van Amsterdam.
Keep it local.
Search for interesting and unique elements that make the
story more real.
• Do invest too much time, energy and effort in the
negative things.
• A pop-up restaurant has to be there for at least 11 weeks,
with a minimum of 100 people a night with 40 tables.
Invite the neighbours to the evening trial for free.

ROBIN BOER
HOTEL FOUR ELEMENTS
• Create concepts that are based on trial and error. Adjust
them based on the feedback of guests.
• Offer package deals.
• Create awareness on sustainability.
• Search for publicity, start on time with your marketing.
• It is good to have a script for the staff to make sure the
story and specifics are told in the same way.
• Make concessions based on the demand of your guests.
• Involve the neighbours with the opening. Give them for
example a discount card.
• Make use of surprise elements that do not look
sustainable to create awareness and education on
sustainability.
• People tend to forget everything you tell at the check-in.
• Proof that the image of sustainability is does not have to
dull.

CAMILLA LOPEZ
O RG A N I S I N G S U S TA I N A B L E F E S T I VA L S
• Social cohesion is very important even if the community is
not going to be the end user of the project.
• It would be interesting to develop an area exclusively for
the community so that the community fields involved
at all times, for example living a community garden for
the locals, living in a permanent way venue for artists or
meetings or cultural events.
• Indirect education is vital in temporary projects, it
will not be a museum, but it will educate people in
sensations, emotions, and modify their behaviour. Is that
very important to see how users will react having the
temporary project as the cost. Social reaction from the
users is vital to analyse modifications to the project.
• There are Several differences between local community
wishes, end-users wishes and wishes between people of
different ages. it is important that the project understands
the end goal and final users, so that the activities can
benefit our target group.
• In hospitality as in any other area, some services and
products have a wider range of age users and gender

users. Analyse the range we want to cover.
Inclusion of hospitality services we need surroundings
is vital, there are several festivals around Europe and
Latin America who have developed workshops within
the festivals and museum like attractions so that people
understand better about environment as sustainability.
• For construction operation and maintenance local is
not always cheaper but it is better since it will be nondisruptive of the environment.
• Hospitality services impact on several axis, we must
analyse for the water cycle, energy cycle, waste cycle, and
find the relation between them. There are international
certifications that serve as a guideline towards their
analysis.
• Social cohesion and improvement of health in the
community is harder to measure although there are some
pilot tests and physical tests for it.

OLIVER HASEMANN
ZZZ
• Temporary projects or any project requires money, it
is usually obtained through government bonuses or
subsidies.
• When stakeholders do not agree on an idea, it is for them
to find the project that will benefit the most people. Is the
benefit directed towards the locals? Or is it rather directed
towards a larger area?
• Financially speaking some stakeholders meeting they
have the power, however diversifying funds will reduce
power from some stakeholders and allow for a democratic
decision. Quantifiable analysis is always important to
support the final and project.
• Hospitality services has a very wide range and
stakeholders may benefit from synergies between
the services offered, however in some cases lack of
enthusiasm from all parties make it hard for the project to
commence. It is vital to have a differentiating product or
service. A “Star Product”
• Many temporary projects are not focused towards
financial benefit but rather cultural benefits, when private
parties are involved, they want to get the most out of it,
but it is important to balance and level out stakeholders.
Input and participation is needed, but not all stakeholders
have to participate in the same degree.
• In some cases successful temporary projects can try to
become permanent, however that is not always possible
due to space limitations.
• There is always an issue regarding resource installations,
not the construction and transportation per say but rather
water installations electricity installations etc.
• To reduce costs, several people are contacted in a way that
they are willing to help in the projects at low costs.
• Perform a financial analysis using equivalent product
services.
• Understand that some products create expectations,
whereas others do not. Is thrill and excitement needed?
• Financially understand the relation between quantity time
of consumption and diversity products consumed.
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APPENDIX 2

FULL REPORT ON THE RESULTS OF THE
FOCUS GROUP DISCUSSION
DAT E : T U E S DAY J U N E 1 5 , 2 0 2 1 .
14:00 – 16:00
Attendees
• Josieke Moens – Manager planning & Support at RAI
Amsterdam & Sustainable Business expert
• Serge Schoemaker – Architect & Chairman of Foundation
Fort Hoofddorp
• Maiara Camilotti – Intern of Serge Schoemaker Architects
• Anna Casemier – Managing Partner HTC Advies
• Wilco Hoogeveen – Owner Turf Real Life Gaming B.V.
(Organisor of Escaperoom at Zeilfort Kudelstaart)
• Rob Simoons – Board Member of the Water Sports
Association Nieuwe Meer & Inhabitant of Kudelstaart
• Martijn de Liefde – Commissioner

be established around the fort to provide the restaurant with
herbs, and food markets may serve as a selling point as well.
Zeilfort Kudelstaart can become a place where creative startups can challenge themselves in creating innovations in
circularity. On top of that, Zeilfort Kudelstaart can serve as
educational centre on sustainable use of resources for youth,
elderly, schools and greenhouses. There are already some
great examples with similar concepts, like the Circularity Hub
Tropenmuseum, De Ceuvel and Groencollect. Now these
concepts should be transformed into a solid concept for
Zeilfort Kudelstaart based on its own identity. To encourage
the creative atmosphere at the fort, local art could be used.

For the first activity, the aim is to create a shared vision on
the purpose, community, and identity of Zeilfort Kudelstaart.
The invited participants were divided into duos to either
create the purpose, community or identity for the temporary
development of Zeilfort Kudelstaart. Martijn de Liefde was
the only participant not included in a duo, since he needed to
create all three concepts according to his own ideas. In this way,
possible synergies and differences could be found between
the opinions of the stakeholders and the commissioner.
After a brainstorming session of 10 minutes, the duos
presented their concept, resulting in the following outcomes.

Community: Designed by Serge Schoemaker & Wilco Hoogeveen
Based on personal experiences in the area of Zeilfort Kudelstaart
and Fort Hoofddorp, two main groups have been identified as
visitors of the fort. First, people who pass by (cyclists/hikers) and
second, people who live nearby (inhabitants Kudelstaart/Aalsmeer).
Based on these groups, the purpose of the fort should be defined.
For the people living nearby, the fort could serve as a park, to
relax and have a picknick at the water side. For the cyclists and
hikers, the fort could serve as a place to grab something to eat
or drink, meaning that a pop-up restaurant or café can be at use.
Next to this, the people passing by are often interested in the
culture and history of the fort and the story behind it, meaning
that an educational element on history should be included.
Next to this permanent purpose of the fort in the temporary phase,
it would be an opportunity to organize events for the youth in the
area. The rooftop is a space with potential for festivals or rooftop
dinners. Also water recreational activities can be done on a popup basis, e.g. building rafts, SUP, sailing, water bikes, diving etc.

Purpose: Designed by Josieke Moens & Anna Casemier
Zeilfort Kudelstaart should give something back to the
community. The purpose of the Fort should give people a
good feeling, while also providing good media attention. For
this, liveliness is needed, which can be established through
food, since food is a real connector. It would be a possibility
to organize a pop-up plant-based restaurant in collaboration
with local suppliers and entrepreneurs. Floating farms can

Identity: Designed by Maiara Camilotti & Rob Simoons
Zeilfort Kudelstaart is all about water. The location near the
Westeinderplassen is a unique selling point that should be
used. Accessibility to the fort is also possible by boat, which
provides opportunities to connect the fort to other cities by ferry
boats. The water elements should return in every part of the
development of the fort, think of; water plants, rainwater use,
history lessons about the water defense line, watersports etcetera.

AC T I V I T Y 1 : C R E AT I N G A S H A R E D
VISION
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Purpose, Community, and Identity: Designed by
Josieke Moens, Anna Casemier, Serge Schoemaker
Wilco Hoogeveen, Maiara Camilotti & Rob Simoons
After the presentation, a discussion was held with the participants
on the completeness of the concepts. For identity, Serge
Schoemaker advocated that history is an important element
next to water, to which all other participants agreed. According
to Schoemaker, the desired circularity that was mentioned in
purpose is closely related to history since the forts of the Stelling
van Amsterdam were built to be self-sustaining during the wars.
Also, the water elements can easily be connected to history since
the defense line is based on water management. Concerning
community, Josieke Moens added the private sector as a target
group. According to Moens, multiple businesses are interested
in alternative locations nowadays, to which the others agreed.
As a next step, the participants were asked to make a summary
of the purpose, community, and identity of Zeilfort Kudelstaart
by using key words. These key words can be seen in textbox 1.

something that has been missed during COVID times. Therefore,
a healthy life with connections is needed in modern times.
De Liefde also had to summarize its concepts
into key words, which can be seen in textbox 2.

TEXTBOX 1
Purpose Community and Identity of Fort Kudelstaart based on
a stakeholder discussion

Martijn de Liefde also presented his concepts, after which
a discussion was held on the similarities and differences
of textbox 1 and 2. De Liefde did not initially include food
and history to his purpose since the permits for these are
not in place yet. Schoemaker came with a solution that food
trucks might be the solution for this problem, since different
permits are needed for this. Moens added that it might be
good to focus on food production nowadays instead of food
consumption, like mushroom farms or floating farms. After this
discussion, De Liefde added Food and History to his purpose.

Purpose:
Food & Education
Community:
Cyclyst/hikers, people living in Kudelstaart and surroundings &
private sector
Idenity:
Water & History
Martijn de Liefde also designed the purpose,
community, and identity of Zeilfort Kudelstaart
based on his own ideas, with the following results.
Purpose: Created by Martijn de Liefde
The purpose of Zeilfort Kudelstaart is to create a balance
between humanity and dignity for nature. The fort should
be an educational centre on how to be a human that lives
together with nature, instead of being annoyed by it. In
order to achieve this, recreation and culture should come
together. The existing bestemmingsplan can already be used
to fulfill this purpose when some small adjustments are made.
Community: Created by Martijn de Liefde
In general, the community of Zeilfort Kudelstaart should
consist out of people that want to reconnect with nature
again. This group can be divided into three subgroups: water
sports enthusiasts, nature lovers and the private sector.

TEXTBOX 2
Purpose Community and Identity of Fort Kudelstaart according
to Martijn de Liefde
Purpose:
Education
Community:
Water sports enthusiast, nature lovers and private sector
Idenity:
Oasis of peace in the area of Amsterdam

After the discussion of the concepts, all stakeholders agreed
upon the key words to describe the purpose, community
and identity of the Fort, as described in Textbox 3.
TEXTBOX 3
Purpose Community and Identity of Fort Kudelstaart based on
a stakeholder discussion including Martijn de Liefde
Purpose:
Educational and Cultural Purpose that provides Food.
Community:
People living nearby, cyclist/hikers, culturally engaged visitors,
water sports enthusiasts and private sector
Idenity:
A place that allows vistors to take a break, recreate and enjoy by
making use of water related and historic elements

Identity: Created by Martijn de Liefde
Zeilfort Kudelstaart should become an oasis of peace in the busy
area of Amsterdam, which is a hot topic nowadays. Creating this
peace can be done by making use of three elements: nature, water
and dialogue, of which water should be the main starting point
for activities. Dialogue is also an important element, since this is
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AC T I V I T Y 2 : S TAT E M E N T DI S C U S S IO N
After the shared vision of Zeilfort Kudelstaart was created, eight
statements based on the lessons-learned from sub question 1
were discussed with the participants, in order to transform the
lessons-learned into guidelines for Zeilfort Kudelstaart specifically.
The discussions were done in two groups of three persons.

Every statement started with an individual vote per stakeholder
on the extent to which they agreed to the statement, followed
by a 15-minute-long discussion per statement. A detailed
report on the discussions is presented in the following chapter.

Round 1 – Group A
Josieke Moens, Anna Casemier & Wilco Hoogeveen
S TAT E M E N T 1

From a business point of view, companies are always looking
for the creation of package deals when having the monopoly
in an area. However, Zeilfort Kudelstaart will most likely have
multiple purposes and therefore involve multiple companies,
making package deals less attractive for the entrepreneurs.
From the consumer point of view, it will depend upon the
target group of the Fort and their market response whether
a package deal will be successful. Target groups can be
divided into four categories, which can be seen in Figure 1.
The red group is interested in new concepts, meaning that
they will most likely be attracted by Zeilfort Kudelstaart in the
first years during the temporary development, making them
the main target group. The yellow group can be explained as
the group who is generally attracted by package deals; they
will follow the red group in a later stage, when the innovations
are ‘normalized’ again. By these means, package deals will
not suit the current target group of the fort, but might be an
opportunity in the future when the Masterplan is finalized.
It is seen that the blue business group is also increasingly
longing to the innovation of the red group. There is an ongoing
trend that the private sector wants to try new concepts, also
in terms of sustainability. However, since these companies are
constantly longing for the ‘new’, they will not become longterm customers. These businesses might be a possible target
group during the temporary development, while in a later stage
the focus should be on the green business group, since their
customer commitment to the fort will be more permanent.
One target group might be an exception to these categories,
namely the water sports enthusiasts. They might be interested
in combination deals instead of package deals, where a
base activity can be expanded by other choices. Think of
supping in the morning, sailing in the afternoon and a sunset
tour at night. On the other hand, this might give Zeilfort
Kudelstaart a business imago, while in the temporary stage
engagement and goodwill is needed to reduce resistance.
To conclude, package deals will limit the possibilities for both
28
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the Fort and its customers to much during the temporary
development. Customers interested in innovation are more
adventurous, meaning that they do want to make their own
choices instead of going for the easy package deal option.
Adding to that, in the context of inclusiveness, the fort
must be easily accessible, while package deals will exclude
people with less money. On the other hand, package deals
are not necessarily a bad idea in a later stage. It has multiple
benefits; it is an upcoming concept; visitors will spend the
maximum amount of money during a visit and resources can
be more efficiently used. Therefore, package deals might be an
opportunity during the operationalization of the Masterplan.

Figure 1: BSR model – four
different categories of consumers

S TAT E M E N T 2

There is always room for improvement, but guest-feedback
should not fully guide you since there are simply too many
opinions to consider. As an entrepreneur, it is important to
create your concepts based on an identity of which you should
not let go based on guest-feedback. When having an innovative
identity, there is often not enough evidence to solely generate
positive feedback, while this does not necessarily lead to
unsuccessful concepts. You can be a founding father of multiple
innovations at Zeilfort Kudelstaart, which will not be possible
when completely following guest-feedback. On top of that,
the defined red target group has an adventurous characteristic,
meaning that there is a lot of potential in making them interested
and curious in these kinds of innovations. It is important
however to make a choice in identity, as otherwise the external
world does not understand what you stand for. Examples of
identities are standing for social inclusion, sustainability, or highend hospitality. The identity should be set as an umbrella on
day one, under which all concepts fit during the development.
When the identity is set, it will also become easier to
communicate choices made to guests, which is essential for a
successful concept. During the temporary development, choices
must be made between the environmental, social and economic
pillars, based on the identity of Zeilfort Kudelstaart. These
choices should not be influenced by the feedback of guests, but
the other way around; the communication about these choices
should influence the guest-feedback. For example, if your
identity is all about standing for environmental sustainability and
coffee is not served at the fort due to its unsustainable features,
it is a choice based on identity. However, to be successful with
this identity, it is most important to develop story telling about
the specifics why coffee is not served. Or another example,
when concessions are made to the identity and coffee is served
combined with a compensation in using the coffee waste to
grow mushrooms, this choice should also be communicated.
Communication about the identity is also key in setting
expectations. People should already have an expectation that fits
with the concept before arrival, to prevent negative opinions. It
should be emphasized in the current phase that the activities at
the fort are temporary, since this creates realistic expectations.
Branding something as temporary, results in visitors seeing
the concepts more easily as good, fun and innovative. Next
to this it is important to communicate the conceptual phases
from now on in the form of a roadmap. In this way your
target group will know what is going to happen and will not
be disappointed. They might even be triggered to visit again
when they see that there will be something new in a few weeks.
Another reason why full adjustment to guest-feedback on the
concept is no option is because of the investments made into
a certain concept. This can make it hard or even impossible to

completely let go of the initial idea. It is therefore important
to be selective in trial and error, based on research on the
target group (their needs, their spending, and their profile)
and on other (international) developments in the world.
Activities within the concept could be developing based on trial
and error, but not leave the umbrella of the chosen identity.
It might be useful to create an idea-box for additional ideas
to expand the current concept. In this way no feedback on the
current identity will be given, but more ideas on how to develop
it further in a later stage. Also, if feedback on the process is
received rather than the concept, like dirty toilets or unfriendly
staff, feedback should be followed. For this it is easy nowadays to
receive feedback from guests with all the available technologies,
while feedback in person remains the most valuable.
To conclude, concepts should not be adjusted to guestfeedback since they are based on the identity one stands for.
Also, responding to guest-feedback can lead to limitations in
innovation. Therefore, it is important to choose an identity and
to clearly communicate about this identity in order to justify
the concepts/choices made and set realistic expectations. This
will automatically lead to less negative opinions, resulting in
a more successful concept. Received guest-feedback on the
process, however, is something that should be considered,
even as tips or ideas on how the concept could be expanded.
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Round 1 – Group B
Martijn de Liefde, Rob Simoons & Serge Schoemaker
S TAT E M E N T 3

The projects at Zeilfort Kudelstaart should be small and simple,
since there are still limitations in permits, parking spaces
etcetera. However, this will probably lead to higher costs since
the overhead expenses are divided over a smaller number of
units. This does not have to be a bad thing per se, as it is more
important that the temporary activities will attract the right target
groups; high-quality people that will not cause nuisance for the
neighbourhood. The chances to attract these people are higher
when making the temporary activities a bit more expensive. By
setting a price, the type of visitors can be regulated in a way
that even more resistance from the neighbours on nuisance
is prevented. On the other hand, this might also increase
resistance since the neighbourhood does not want the fort to
become a ‘business’ that is expensive to visit. However, setting

a price is not the only way to regulate the visitors of Zeilfort
Kudelstaart. Even though temporary projects should be small
and simple, they should always connect to art, culture, nature,
and water. Doing desk research on these subjects will already
provide a good overview on which target groups are attracted
by which activity, ensuring the possibility of visitor regulation.
To conclude, temporary projects at Zeilfort Kudelstaart should
be small and simple but will therefore probably have higher
costs. This does not have to be a bad thing per se, since it
will attract a more elite target group that is also targeted
in a later stage with the realization of the Masterplan. On
the other hand, the regulation of visitors can also be done
by performing extensive desk research on target groups,
meaning that it does not necessarily have to involve a price.

S TAT E M E N T 4

Water is one of the key elements of the Fort, but not the only
one. However, it is the most unique element; there are only
three other forts of the 46 that also include a water element,
namely: Fort Resort Beemster, Fort Pampus and Vuurtoreneiland.
Therefore, the water element has a lot of potential. Also, every
activity can be connected to water since it is a very broad
theme. For example: normal yoga can be transformed into SUP
yoga, a normal farm can be transformed into a floating farm,
etcetera. The second important element of Zeilfort Kudelstaart
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is history, meaning that every water related temporary project
should be supported by history. No big issues are expected in
this regard since the Stelling van Amsterdam was meant to be a
water defence line, but it is essential to connect the recreational
activities to culture in order to be successful. On top of that,
boundaries for Zeilfort Kudelstaart are set for temporary projects
by making water the identity of the fort. This might be beneficial to
achieve consistency, clear expectations and a clear target group.

Round 2: Group A
Rob Simoons, Martijn de Liefde & Anna Casemier
S TAT E M E N T 5

Providing a place at the fort exclusively for the local
community is not a realistic idea. First, this would be financially
unachievable, and second, the Fort should become a regulated
public place that everyone can enjoy, instead of one specific
group. The Fort is part of the national and international
history, meaning that it might be of interest for others too.
On the other hand, the temporary project phase would be the
ideal phase to create a connection with the close environment. In
this phase Zeilfort Kudelstaart can build up credits that might be
needed in a later stage. This can be done by organizing accessible
activities for people in Kudelstaart and surroundings. It can be
good to give some things in this stage to create the goodwill,
but it will not positively influence the business case. Therefore,
it should be thoughtfully considered at which moments the
Fort will organize activities exclusively for the neighbourhood.
When organizing these activities, it should be clear that the

square meters and the activities belong to the fort, but that the
local community is free to join the activities. It makes sense that
the community has the desire to visit the Fort sometimes since
it is seen as a landmark of Kudelstaart. To provide satisfaction in
this regard, it should just be clearly communicated when these
moments occur. For example, a community floating farm can
be maintained by the local community, or a neighbourhood
party can be organized, but it should be known when people
are welcome for this. Providing a permanent exclusive place,
however, will limit the future development of the fort too much.
To conclude, The Fort should become a public place for everyone
to enjoy; after all, the Fort is part of a World Heritage Site. This
means that the local community should also be able to visit the
fort and to meet each other there. It might even be good to
organize some exclusive events for them in the temporary phase
to create goodwill. However, providing a permanent exclusive
place will limit the future development of the fort too much.

S TAT E M E N T 6

All the forts should make use the brand the Stelling van
Amsterdam. A lot of money has been invested in this brand
resulting in the fact that it is well known, also internationally.
The foundation Liniebreed Ondernemen also invests in the
open knowledge transfer as an umbrella organization for the
preservation of waterline and fortress heritage through the
Netherlands. They organize meetings where Fort owners get to
know each other in order to transfer their knowledge. This will save
the government a lot of money, since an open knowledge and
information transfer will reduce the needs for individual subsidies.
However, if information is shared, people often tend to ask for
help in the further development following from this information.
Providing this help should be carefully considered, since the
development of each fort should something unique, based on
the chosen identity. It is because of this diversity that visitors
visit multiple forts; if the forts will always work together, they will
too much look alike and visitors will be lost. The forts should not

all invent the same wheel, but also not help each other too much.
It is purely for the uniqueness of the fort that help in the
development should be carefully considered, since other
forts are not seen as competitors. It can even be said that
there is a shortage of hospitality practices in this area. It is
the responsibility of the Stelling van Amsterdam to monitor
if not too many forts are going into the same direction
with a similar identity, targeting the same target group.
To conclude, all forts should use the brand the Stelling van
Amsterdam and contribute to an open knowledge transfer,
since this will overall lead to lower costs. On the other hand, it
should be carefully considered to which extent this information
should be used or implemented, since the development of the
Fort should be based on its own unique identity. Too much help
may lead to multiple similar forts, resulting in forts becoming
competition. This may cause a loss of visitors in the end.
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Round 2 – Group B
Josieke Moens, Wilco Hoogeveen & Serge Schoemaker
S TAT E M E N T 7

On the one hand the fort belongs to everyone, suggesting
that everyone should be involved. This is also a feeling that
plays a big role in the community. Getting the schools and
surrounding authorities on board can create goodwill for the
surrounding area of Kudelstaart. On the other hand, making
the fort a place for everyone will decrease the exclusiveness,
which might have a negative influence on the business case.
On top of that the question is whether the collaboration
should be a must instead of open-ended option. Schools
are expected to be willing to collaborate, since the fort could
have an educational purpose based on history and based on
sports (like sailing schools or diving foundations). This is also an
interesting target group since children can become employees
or customers of the fort at a later stage. An investment in their
recurring visits would be beneficial, meaning that they should
already be involved in the current temporary developments.
For entrepreneurs however, it might be questionable to what
extent they would like to work together with all these target
groups. Entrepreneurs are attracted to something unique and
exclusive since this would be beneficial for the revenue. However,
as explained before, this uniqueness will decrease when the Fort
becomes more public by working together with schools and
authorities. Therefore, it might be good to create collaboration
in terms of temporary events during low occupancy, where
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activities for these groups are organized and communicated
by an event calendar. This will also create the goodwill again.
It might also be an option to welcome some local associations
during these low occupancy moments as an alternative use. For
these alternative uses, it might be less important to make them
completely coherent with the identity of the fort. If the core
concept matches the identity of the Fort, the second use will
mostly function as a creation of goodwill for the community. To
make this successful, it should not be limiting too much. On the
other hand, it might be wise to already include some water and
history elements to not attract target groups that will never be seen
again when further development of the masterplan is realized.
To conclude, collaboration with surrounding authorities and
schools might be beneficial for Zeilfort Kudelstaart during the
temporary development since it will create some goodwill
towards the community. However, it will make the Fort more
publicly accessible, resulting in less exclusiveness. This might
negatively influence the entrepreneurial interest in the fort,
since entrepreneurs are always looking for something unique
and exclusive. Therefore, it might be good to organize eventbased collaboration with schools and authorities during low
occupancy periods. During these periods the Fort might
provide some alternative uses for the local community.

S TAT E M E N T 8

Currently, a lot of chances have been missed in terms
of marketing. It is questionable however, if the current
marketing should focus on the final Masterplan or the current
temporary development. On the one hand, there are a lot of
people nearby who think that the Masterplan is an irregular
project with too big of a scope. Therefore, it might be risky to
publish anything about the Masterplan, as it may confirm the
thoughts of the opponents even more. On the other hand, if
the plans are not transparently brought out, people will not
be fully aware of the details of the development, resulting
in the fact that they tend to go along with the opponent.
It has been seen that once the visuals of the Masterplan
were published, a lot of positive reactions followed. It is a
risk to start marketing, but it might be worth the risk as it
will probably provide more positive opinions. On top of that,
strong and convincing marketing is possible for Zeilfort
Kudelstaart, since there is a whole story is behind the fort
with a sustainable identity. These details should be clearly
communicated to the external world, as storytelling is key to
create word of mouth advertisement. Especially this type of
marketing could be useful in a community like Kudelstaart.
Next to marketing to the neighbourhood, investments
should be made in marketing practices within the networks
of the private sector. In this way the fort can also make
companies enthusiastic for participation in the development

of the Fort, increasing the group of proponents. A growing
number of proponents can then positively influence
the negative thoughts of the community on its turn.
The marketing plan should assuredly provide a detailed step
by step roadmap for the development of the fort, as this
can bring people on a journey with realistic expectations.
Also, the worries or bottlenecks of the opponents should be
acknowledged and transparently discussed in the marketing
story. Videos are an effective tool to convince people in these
terms. Finally, the community should have the feeling that
they are involved in the development of the fort, meaning that
they should be invited to share their thoughts. This will also
create word of mouth advertisement within the community.
To conclude, Zeilfort Kudelstaart should already start with the
marketing of the development of the fort. It is a risk to start
marketing due to the number of opponents, but it might
be worth the risk as it will probably provide more positive
opinions within the community. Storytelling about the history
and sustainable identity should be an important element of all
marketing plans as it will strengthen the positive impact. On top
of that, it is important to take people on a journey by providing
a clear and transparent roadmap of the planned developments,
in which the worries of the opponents are acknowledged and
discussed. Currently, it is more important to increase the number
of proponents, instead of only focussing on the opponents.

AC T I V I T Y 3 : C R E AT I V E B R A I N S TO R M
When sending the invitation of the Focus Group
Discussion,
the
participants
were
asked
to
start brainstorming about temporary projects at
the fort. They were asked the following question:

“If you could decide for a weekend what happens at the fort, what
would you have in mind? It would be nice if you could make a
drawing of this and take it take with you on Tuesday. We have
provided a map as an aid, but your own creative input is always
welcome. Think outside the box, forget the existing master plan!”
Four drawings have been submitted during the Focus Group
Discussion, as well as two ideas without any visuals. The four
drawings have been included in the following Figures 2,3,4 and
5. The two additional ideas are SUP-Yoga and Midsommar Kino,
which are further elaborated upon in sub question 3.

The following map was sent as an annex
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APPENDIX 3

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE OUTCOMES
OF CREATIVE BRAINSTORM SESSION
Figure 2

Strijd om het Zeilfort (Battle for the Zeilfort)
The Battle for the Zeilfort is a game with attackers and defenders.
It is combination of strategy, puzzles, communicating and
shooting. The game: who will end up with the fortress and win?
Rooftop Festival Fort-treffelijk
A festival on the roof of the fortress.
Waterfestival
Everywhere on and around the fortress there will be games that
are all to water. Everything you can think of is possible at this day:
bumperboats, SUPs, pedal boats, slip and slides, throwing water
balloons, building and racing with the rafts you have created
yourself, dumping water bucket-quiz, throwing sponges and so on.

Figure 3

Expedition Zeilfort
Take and complete a course: dig a box, crawl, make a fire to
burn a rope, build a raft and paddle the track, build and
shoot with a catapult, shoot with a bow and arrow and so on.
Midsommar Kino
Watch a movie with ‘silent-disco’ headphones either
on the water or watch the movie with the water on the
background. There is the possibility to get popcorn and drinks.
Boat Concert
This idea is based on the ‘Prinsengracht Concert’ in Amsterdam. Enjoy
the stage, located on the Westeinderplassen, from your own boat!

Figure 4

Figure 5
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APPENDIX 4

ANALYSIS OF THE SIX POTENTIAL
TEMPORARY PRACTICES PER GUIDELINE
Guideline
Explanation
1. Create a good, unique, clear and shared The temporary project should tell a narrative that also fits with the identity of the fort. The themes of water and history are therefore
narrative.
important elements that should be represented in the idea of a temporary project. The idea of the Boat Concert, Rooftop Festival and
the Midsommar Kino make use of the unique identity water. However, they do not tell a narrative that fits with the fort. Because of this
connection with water, they would not have a negative effect on the identity. But in order to fit with this guideline the narrative should
be right. The Strijd om het Zeilfort is a good example of a temporary project that tells a good narrative that communicates the identity
well.
2. Invest in relationships with the local All the ideas that the focus group has come up with contribute to the relationship with the local community and give the opportunity
community.
to access the fort.
3. Invest in relationships with other forts of The brand the Stelling van Amsterdam allows for acquaintance and provides the opportunity to share information. Therefore, this
the Stelling van Amsterdam.
chance should be used by drawing a link between the temporary project and how it relates to the Stelling van Amsterdam. This does
not automatically mean that it damages your unique identity.
4. Start investing in the branding of Zeilfort All the temporary projects can provide the chance to start the branding of Zeilfort Kudelstaart now. People need to know when it takes
Kudelstaart
place. By spreading the information, it can help gaining positive opinions as people might like the ideas and come visit.
5. Stay open for constructive feedback from All the temporary projects can allow space to get constructive feedback from visitors to improve the concept.
visitors to expand the concept of
temporary projects.
6. Make temporary projects small and All the temporary projects can be considered small and simple. However, it should be noted that they might require some work as in
simple.
some cases permits are necessary.
7. Let temporary projects target an With the exception of the Rooftop Festival, all the temporary projects target an adventurous group without losing sight of the future
adventurous group without losing sight target groups. The Rooftop Festival probably will not target on cyclist, hikers, culturally engaged people, sport/sailors and the private
of the future target groups.
sector and therefore is not in line with the guideline. It should also be noted that the sub guidelines do not always align with each
other. In some cases, they can contradict as a temporary project might be interesting to schools but not as an exclusive event for the
local community.
8. Provide a detailed step by step roadmap
on the temporary development.
9. Use the unique identity of the fort as the
base for the design of the hospitality
practices.
10. Use community participation through
deliberation and creation of a local
network in order to achieve social
sustainability.
11. Give the Fort an educational purpose on
sustainability in a visible, tangible and
enjoyable way.

None of the temporary projects provides a detailed step by step roadmap.
Communication of the identity is vital in order to justify the choices that are made in the temporary project. Therefore, the unique
identity should be the base of the temporary project. In the case of the Rooftop Festival and the Midsommar Kino this is not clear and
therefore further development of the idea is needed.
All the temporary projects allow space to achieve social sustainability as there is the possibility to test the ideas, get guest-feedback
and show the best practices.

Most of the temporary projects have the opportunity to educate visitors on sustainability in a visible, tangible and enjoyable way. This
can be done in many fun and surprise ways, for example a sustainable festival. However, the aim of the two ideas Strijd om het Zeilfort
and Expedition Zeilfort do have a recreational purpose that in their setup is so simple that it is difficult to add an education purpose
on sustainability to it.

12. Invest in a sustainable hospitality supply Only the Rooftop Festival and Midsommar Kino can at this point provide a sustainable hospitality supply chain as the logistics can be
chain.
thoroughly analysed and optimized where necessary. They have the opportunity to stay local, find cycles and make use of sustainability
and well-begin certifications.
13. Provide visitors of Zeilfort Kudelstaart The Rooftop Festival and the Boat Concert are practices that do not allow free choice to add upon a base. The other four practices do
with a free choice of activities.
give this opportunity. For example, the Waterfestival could have an entrance fee and you have to pay more if you want to do other
activities that are offered that day. The Midsommar Kino can be combined with a sailing day.

Table 7: Guidelines and ideas explanation
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